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Abstract

Statecharts are a popular representation technique for
conceptual models of the dynamics of a universe of dis-
course. However, designers are not supported in their work
with dynamic models as well as they are for working with
static models. We present a meta-model and a formalization
of the semantics of a statechart language. Important re-
sults are the definition of the equivalence of statecharts and
a sound and complete axiomatization of the equivalence.
Based on this we define a set of basic schema transforma-
tions which do not change the semantics of a model. These
transformations can be used to successively transform stat-
echarts to achieve design goals or to prepare them for im-
plementation.

1. Introduction

Conceptual modeling of a universe of discourse has two
dimensions: the structure of objects and their relationships
are represented in a static model (or object model) and the
behavior of the objects is documented in a dynamic model
([15, 2, 16, 3]). While the techniques for structural mod-
eling have a long tradition and are already quite elaborated,
conceptual modeling techniques for the dynamics of a mini-
world is not supported as well. Open issues are for example
the formalization of the semantics of dynamic models, gen-
eralization and inheritance of dynamic models ([12, 4, 17]),
and transformations of dynamic models. The aim of the
work reported here is to contribute to a better understanding
of dynamic models and to support the modeling process.

Statecharts, introduced by D. Harel ([9, 10, 11]) are a
popular method for designing the behaviour of objects. This
concept is used in various design methodologies e. g. OMT
([16]), OOD ([2]) or UML ([15]). Since the introduction of
statecharts many variants of statecharts have been proposed.
Von der Beeck ([18]) provides a detailed analysis of around
20 statecharts variants.

For designing static models, designers or analysts start
from an initial model and successively transform this model

to achieve design goals and meet quality criteria. In the end,
the model is in a form which is well suited for mapping to
a logical model and thus serves as a specification of the im-
plementation. This process is supported by a well under-
stood representation language and the provision of schema
transformations which maintain the semantics of the model
(i. g. [1]). In our opinion, a similar process should be made
available for the development of dynamic models.

Assumptions and scope

For this work we assume that the static part of the model
is already developed. For the representation of dynamic as-
pects we focus on the modeling of the dynamics of a single
type or class of the static model. We represent dynamic
models with statecharts. We consider these statecharts to
serve several purposes. First, they are a representation tech-
nique to capture the dynamics of objects in the universe of
discourse. Second, statecharts support the communication
between users, analysts, designers and implementors. Fi-
nally, statecharts are (partial) specifications for the imple-
mentation of an information system. In this paper we focus
more on the formal aspects of statecharts, i.e. their seman-
tics as partial specification of methods and not on the prag-
matics and style which is of great importance for communi-
cation purposes.

The major contributions of this paper are

� formalization of statecharts for conceptual modeling
� definition of the semantics of statecharts as partial

method specification
� definition of the equivalence of statecharts together

with a sound and complete axiomatization
� a complete set of basic schema transformations for de-

riving equivalent statecharts

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we in-
troduce the statechart language and a meta-model for state-
charts. The major concepts of statecharts are demonstrated
with an example from the domain of a library. In section 3
we discuss the equivalence of statecharts as equivalence of
method specifications. In section 4 we present a set of ba-
sic equivalence transformations for statecharts. In section 5



we draw some conclusions and discuss some applications of
this work. Space limitations force us to omit several proofs
in this paper. Interested readers are referred to [6] where
proofs for all the theorems in this paper are provided.

2. The statechart language

For the structural part of types we are using a very simple
data model (according to [5]). A type is a labeled set of type
attributes. E. g. type book = [title: string, pages: integer]
is a type where book is name of the type. Title and pages
are the attributes of the type. Attributes are typed with basic
types, such as string or using labels of user defined types.

For the representation of the behaviour of a type we are
using a statechart language ([9, 10, 11]). A statechart of a
type primarily consists of states, events and transitions. The
major elements of statecharts are shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. The basic elements of statecharts

A state is a condition or situation in the life time of an
object during which it satisfies some condition. An object
satisfying the condition of a state, is said to be in that state
([15]). We call this condition the range of a state.

A transition is a kind of relationship between two states
and is triggered by an event. A transition indicates that an
object which is in the first state (called source state) will
enter the second state (called target state) when the event
occurs and some specified condition (called the guard of
the transition) holds ([15]). At the end of a transition the
object is in the target state of the transition.

The Library

We choose the domain of a library as an example. Sup-
pose the static model contains a type book with some at-
tributes, such as title, isbn, signatures � � �

The behaviour of books is shown in figure 2. Two major
steps are necessary for the administration of books before
they can be placed into the library, the book registration and
the book preparation. The book registration is responsible
for recording new books. For this purpose the reference
to the book catalogue must be known. In the next step a
signature is given to the book. The book preparation first
describes a book with the subject and afterwards with some
keywords.

After finishing the administration books are placed into
the library, where they can be borrowed. Books, which are
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Figure 2. The behaviour of a book

necessary for a lecture are given in a special place called
text book collection. Nobody is allowed to borrow books
from the text book collection. If a book should be placed
into the text book collection but is borrowed by anyone else
it can be reserved. Reserved books may not be borrowed by
anyone but are placed into the text book collection immedi-
ately after they are returned by the borrower.

Books, which are out of stock (i. e. books which are
borrowed or in the text book collection) are returned to the
library, if they are not reserved. We also consider that books
might get lost.

In the next sections the example and the meta model
(shown in figure 3) will be used to discuss the formaliza-
tion of the statechart language more detailed.

2.1. States

The static model spans an object space, which is defined
as the set of all possible extensions of the static model. A
state in a statechart of a type T is a subset of possible object
instances of T , it is a subspace of the object space of the
type. Intensionally, a state is defined by a predicate for ob-
jects of the given type. Extensionally, a state is considered
as the set of all possible objects which fulfill this predicate.

To make statecharts more readable and to avoid com-
binatorical explosion of nodes and arcs, state hierarchies
have been introduced. According to Harels definition ([11])
we distinguish between OR-states, AND-states and basic
states. OR-states have substates which are related to each
other by “exclusive-or”, i. e. an object of a type can only
be in one substate of an OR-state at any time. AND-states
have orthogonal components which are “and” related. An
object, that is in an AND-state is also in all substates of the
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Figure 3. A meta-model for statecharts

AND-state. Basic states are the states at the bottom of a
state hierarchy, they do not have substates. The states at the
highest level of a statechart, that are states without a parent
state, are called root states.

We use T QL�� ([13],[14]) as specification language
for these conditions (the range of states, pre- and postcon-
ditions and guards of transitions). This language allows the
definition of logical conditions, which objects have to sat-
isfy. E. g. the range of the state solvent of a type bank in
T QL�� would be this�assets � �. To be an object of
this type in this state the value of its attribute assets must
be greater than zero.

The notation S�Range�� is used for denoting the range
of the state S. While the range of basic states must be given
by the designer, the range of the structured states (AND-
states and OR-states) is computed.

Definition 2.1 The range of a state S is defined as

� S�Condition, if S is a basic state.
� the disjunction of the ranges of all the substates of S,

if S is an OR-state.
� the conjunction of the ranges of all the substates of S,

if S is an AND-state. �

Example (Fig. 2): Some of the conditions of the basic states of the
library example are shown in table 1. The range of the OR-state
book not on stock is defined as the disjunction of its substates
book borrowed and book in text book collection. The range of
the AND-state book administration is definded as the conjunc-
tion of its substates book registration and book prepararation,
which are OR-states.

The ranges of states allow the definition of relationship
between states. These relationships are used for the defini-
tion of the correctness of states according to Harels defini-
tion ([11]) in a more formal way.

Definition 2.2 Let Z�o� be a predicate returning true if the
object o satisfies the range of the state Z. Let P �T � be the

book on stock this.position = in library
book borrowed this.position = borrowed � (this.reserved =

true � this.reserved = false)
book in text book
collection

this.position = in text book collection
� this.reserved = false

book lost this.position = lost

Table 1. Conditions of the basic states

set of all possible instances of the type T . Then two states
Z� and Z� of the statechart of the type T are called

equivalent, if �o � P �T � � Z��o�� Z��o�
orthogonal, if Z�, Z� are OR-states with equiva-

lent ranges and �z � Z��Substates�

�z� � Z��Substates � �o � P �T � �
z�o� � z��o�

disjoint, if �o � P �T � � � �Z��o� � Z��o�� �

Two OR-states Z� and Z� are orthogonal if their ranges
are equivalent and each substate z of Z� overlaps with each
substate z� of Z� (and vice versa).

Definition 2.3 The states of a statechart are correct, if

1. all root states are disjoint,
2. all substates of an OR-state are disjoint
3. all substates of an AND-state are orthogonal. �

Example (Fig. 2): The substates of the OR-state book not on
stock must have disjoint ranges, i. e. no object can satisfy both
conditions at the same time (compare table 1). The substates of the
AND-state book administration must be OR-states with equiv-
alent ranges. Furthermore, it must be possible for an object to
satisfy e. g. the ranges of the states book registered and book
signed at the same time.

As a consequence of definition 2.3 the substates of an
AND-state must be OR-states, as all substates of an AND-
state must be orthogonal (definition 2.2). Therefore, basic
states can only be direct substates of an OR-state.

2.2. Events and Transitions

An event is an incident directed to an object with the aim
to change the state of the object. An event is set off ex-
plicitly and triggers a transition which changes the state of
an object. In dynamic modeling events and transitions rep-
resent (partial) specifications of the methods for the object
type. If an event is set off, an object is transfered to a new
state. The model defines which conditions (preconditions)
an object has to fulfill in order to be able to react to an event
and which conditions (postconditions) an object satisfies af-
ter the state change.

Sync defines whether the transition is synchronizing.
Synchronizing transitions always lead from and/or to a state



t6: lose this.position = lost
t8: borrow (this.position = borrowed � this.reserved =

false) � (this.position = in text book collection
� this.reserved = false)

t10: lose this.position = lost
t11: reserve this.position = borrowed � this.reserved = true

Table 2. The postconditions of the transitions

aggregation (as for instance the transition t2 triggered by the
event catalogue). Synchronizing transition may have more
than one source (or target) state.

To cause a state change the object must be in the source
state of the transition (that means satisfying the range of
the source state) and the object must satisfy the condition
of the guard of the transition. Therefore, the precondition
of a transition is defined as the conjunction of the range of
the source states and the guard of the transition. We use
t�P reC�� for the precondition of a transition t.

After the application of a transition the object satisfies
the range of its target state and its postcondition. Therefore,
the postcondition of a transition must imply the range of its
target state.

Example (Fig. 2): The precondition of the transition t9 is defined
as the conjunction of the range of the state book borrowed and its
guard this.reserved = true resulting in this.position = borrowed
� this.reserved = true. Some of the postconditions, given by the
designer, are shown in table 2

Definition 2.4 Transitions are correct, it they have source
and target states according to the following conditions:

1. Non-synchronizing transitions triggered by transform-
ing events have exactly one source and one target state.

2. Synchronizing transitions could have several source
and target states. If there are several source states, they
must be part of the same state aggregation. If there are
several target states, they must be part of the same state
aggregation too.

3. Transitions triggered by object producing events do not
have source states.

4. Transitions triggered by object destroying events do
not have target states, their postcondition must be true.

5. The postcondition of a transitions has to imply the
range of each of its target states. �

2.3. Correct Statecharts

Statecharts have a range too, which is defined as:

Definition 2.5 The range of a statechart is the disjunction
of the ranges of all root states of the statechart. �

Based upon the ranges of states and the correctness of
transitions and states we define a correct statechart. In our
following considerations we assume correct statecharts.

Definition 2.6 A statechart is called correct if (1) all states
are correct according to definition 2.3, and (2) all transitions
are correct according to definition 2.4. �

3. Equivalence of dynamic models

We would like to support designers to work with state-
charts in a similar way as they already can do with static
models. In particular, our goal is to support the transfor-
mation of statecharts without changing the semantics. For
this purpose we need a clear definition when statecharts are
equivalent. Our definition is based on the consideration that
statecharts are equivalent, if they provide the same partial
specification for the development of methods. Therefore,
the equivalence of correct statecharts (M� 	 M�) bases
on equivalent model ranges and equivalent events. We will
first define the equivalence in a model-theoretic way and
then present a sound and complete axiomatization which
will then be used to prove that schema transformations pre-
serve the semantics of the schema.

The specification of an event is a set of condition pairs of
the form f�Pre�� P ost��� � � � � �Pren� P ostn�g. One pair
�Prei� P osti� indicates that an object which satisfies the
condition Prei (we say Prei�o� is true, if the object o sat-
isfies the condition Prei) after the application of the event
(actually of the corresponding transition triggered by the
event) satisfies the condition Posti. We take the pre- and
postconditions of the transitions triggered by the event e in
order to calculate the specification of the event:

Definition 3.1 The specification of the event e is defined as
e�Spec � f�t�P reC��� t�P ostcondition� j t � e�triggersg

�

The specification of an event is computed by collecting
all the pre- and postconditions of the corresponding transi-
tions of the event (listed in e.triggers). In our consideratons
the specification of an event e is named e�Spec��.

Example (Fig. 2): The specification of the event lose of figure 2,
p. 2, is defined as: lose.Spec() � f(t6.PreC(), t6.Postcondi-
tion),(t10.PreC(), t10.Postcondition)g

The semantics of a statechart M is defined as the range
of the statechart and the set of its event specifications.

Definition 3.2 The semantics of a statechartM is defined as
(M�Range��� f�ei� ei�Spec��� j ei �M�Eventsg�. �

Example (Fig. 2): The semantics of the statechart M1 of fig-
ure 2, p. 2, is defined as (M1.Range(), f(new, new.Spec()),
(lose, lose.Spec()), . . . g), which is (M1.Range(), f(new,
f(t1.PreC(), t1.Postcondition)g), (lose, f(t6.PreC(), t6.Post-
condition), (t10.PreC(), t10.Postconditiong), . . . g).



Definition 3.3 The predicate e�Post�o� of an event e and
an object o is defined as e�Post�o� ��

W
fPostj�Pre �

�Pre� Post� � e�Spec�� � Pre�o�g whereby
W

 �

false,
W
fPostg � Post and

W
fPost� � � � P ostng �

Post� � � � � � Postn �

The predicate Post�o� is defined as the disjunction of
all postconditions of conditional pairs (Pre� Post) from
e�Spec�� for which the object o satisfies the precondition
(Pre�o�). E�Post�o� is false, if the object o doesn’t sat-
isfy any of the preconditions of the event specification of
e.

Now two event specifications are equivalent, if Post ap-
plied to both specifications for all objects in P �T � returns
equivalent conditions. In other words two events are equiv-
alent, if each possible object satisfies the same condition
after the events occurred.

Definition 3.4 The event specifications of the two events e�
and e� are equivalent (e��Spec�� 	 e��Spec��), if �o �
P �T � � e��P ost�o�� e��P ost�o� �

As there might be several (different) events with equiv-
alent specifications we have to take the name of the events
into account when we define the equivalence of events.

Definition 3.5 Two events e� and e� are equivalent (e� 	
e�), if they have the same name and equivalent event speci-
fications. �

The following theorem states that the equivalence of
events is well defined, i. e. it is an equivalence relation.

Theorem 3.1 The equivalence	 of events is reflexive, sym-
metrical and transitive, hence an equivalence relation. �

We define the equivalence of statecharts (M� 	 M�)
based upon the range of the statecharts and the equivalence
of their events, and show, that it is well defined (i. e. it is an
equivalence relation).

Definition 3.6 Two correct statecharts M�, M� are equiva-
lent (M� 	 M�), if their ranges are equivalent and for all
events of M�, there exists an equivalent event in M�, and
for all events of M�, there is an equivalent event in M�. �

Theorem 3.2 The equivalence of correct statecharts is re-
flexive, symmetrical and transitive, hence an equivalence re-
lation. �

To examine whether two statecharts are equivalent ac-
cording to this definition seems to be quite cumbersome.
We would like to have a set of transformation on event spec-
ifications which are easier to apply. We are interested which
changes of event specifications are possible without leaving
an equivalence class.

We define the relation � (say:derive) for event specifica-
tions. It means the left part of the relation � can be changed
to the right part and vice versa.

Definition 3.7 Let S, S�, S� and S� be event specifications.
Let additionally Pre, Pre�, Pre�, Prei and Prej as well
as Post, Post�, Post�, Posti and Postj be Pre- and Post-
conditions ( T QL�� terms). Then:

(1)S � f�Pre�� P ost�� �Pre�� P ost�g ��

S � f�Pre� � Pre�� P ost�g

(2)S � f�Pre� Post��� �Pre� Post��g ��

S � f�Pre� Post� � Post��g

(3) f�false� Post�g �� 


(4) f�Pre� false�g �� 


(5) f�Prei� P osti�g �� f�Prej � P ostj�g
if Prei � Prej � Posti � Postj

(6) �S� � S�� � �S� �� S�� � S� � S� �

According to the definitions 3.7(1) and (2) we may sum-
marize event specifications with equivalent postconditions
through disjunction of their preconditions as well as event
specifications with equivalent preconditions through dis-
junction of their postconditions. The definitions 3.7(3) and
(4) allow us to remove event specifications whose pre- or
postconditions result in false. The definition 3.7(5) states
that pairs of event specifications following to the relation �
are equivalent if their pre- and postconditions are equivalent
terms (in our work equivalent T QL�� terms). In defini-
tion 3.7(6) the transitivity of the relation � is determined.

Example (Fig. 2): Consider the specification of the event lose
which are based on the transitions t6 and t10 (shown on page 4).
As the postconditions of the transitions are equivalent (compare
table 2, p. 4) we may combine the specification by the disjunction
of the preconditions:
f(t6.PreC(), t6.Postcondition), (t10.PreC(), t10.Postcon-
dition)g � f(t6.PreC() � t10.PreC(), t10.Postcondition)g

Theorem 3.3 Let S�, S�, T be event specifications. Then
(1) S� � S� and (2) S� � S� � �S� � T � � �S� � T � �

We define that a statechart M� is derived from a state-
chart M� (M� �M�), if all event specifications of M� are
derived from M� and vice versa.

Definition 3.8 Let M� and M� be statecharts. M� �M� if
the ranges of M� and M� are equivalent and for all events
e of M� there is an event e� in M� with e � e� and for all
events e of M� there is an event e� in M� with e � e�

�

The operations, defined by the relation� were developed
in order to express the same relation as 	. Therefore, � is a
sound and complete axiomatization of the equivalence rela-
tion for event specification. This is expressed in the follow-
ing theorems (for the proofs we refer to [6]).

Theorem 3.4 Let S� and S� be event specifications. From
S� � S� follows S� 	 S�. �



Theorem 3.5 Let S� and S� be event specifications. From
S� 	 S� follows S� � S�. �

An immediate consequence of these theorems is that the
relation � is a sound and complete axiomatization of the
equivalence of statecharts too.

Theorem 3.6 Let M� and M� be correct statecharts. Then
M� 	M� �M� �M�. �

Now we are able to check whether two statecharts are
equivalent by checking if the event specifications of one
statechart can be derived from the event specifications of
the other statechart. Furthermore, the definitions and the-
orems in this section provide a formal basis for discussing
equivalence transformations of statecharts.

4. Schema transformations

Schema transformations are operations on a statechart
M� resulting in a different statechart M�. Each schema
transformation deals with a certain aspect of the statechart
(e. g combines states or shifts transitions within a state hier-
archie). In the following we present a set of 23 basic schema
transformations which do not change the semantics of the
statechart according to the definition of equivalence given
above. Due to the transitivity of the equivalence of dynamic
models complex transformations can be established on this
basic set of transformations. In our approach the trans-
formations are treated as meta-methods of the meta-model
(e. g. as meta-methods for states). Due to space limitations
we are not able to discuss them all in detail and omit the
formal proofs. Again interested readers are refered to [6].

4.1. Shifting transitions within a state generaliza-
tion

(1) UpSg(Z) shifts a transition with the source state Z to the
parent state of Z. The parent state of Z must be an OR-state

The source state Z of the transition is replaced by the
parent state of Z. However, as the parent state of Z is
an OR-state with a “wider” range than the substate Z, the
guard of the transition must replaced by the precondition of
the transition to guarantee that the transition can only be ap-
plied to objects that comply with the original precondition.

Example: Suppose we would like to shift the transition t9 to the
OR-state (figure 2, p. 2) . t9.UpSg(book borrowed) changes the
source state of the transition to book not on stock. The guard
of the transition must be changed to book borrowed.Range()
� reserved = true. The result of the transformation is shown
in figure 4(a)

(2) UpTg(Z) shifts a transition with the target state Z to the
parent state ofZ. The parent state ofZ must be an OR-state.

The target states Z of the transition is replaced by the
superstate of Z. Pre- and Postconditions of the transitions
remain unchanged.

Example: t9.UpTg(book in text book collection) changes the
target state of the transition to the OR-state book not on stock.

book not
on stock

   book
borrowed

   book in text 
book collection

t9(1): return [book borrowed.Range() 
                      AND reserved = true]

t9(2): return [book borrowed.Range() 
                      AND reserved = true]

b) t9.DownSg (book not on stock)

book not
on stock

   book
borrowed

   book in text 
book collection

t9: return [book borrowed.Range() AND 
                 reserved = true]

a) t9.UpSg (book borrwed)

Figure 4. Shifting a transition

(3) DownSg(Z) shifts a transition having the OR-state Z as
source state to all substates of Z.

For each substate of Z the transition must be copied
and the source states are adopted. The original transition
is deleted. Afterwards some of the new transitions may
have preconditions resulting in false. However, according
to definition 3.7, such transitions can be deleted. Later we
present the schema transformation Clean for that purpose.

Example: Consider the example in the previous part where we
shifted the transition t9 to the OR-state using t9.UpSg(book
borrowed) (figure 4(a)). Now we would like to shift the tran-
sition back to its original source state using the transformation
t9.DownSg (book not on stock). For each substate the transi-
tions is copied and the source states are changed. The result is
shown shown in figure 4(b).
Let’s analyze the preconditions of the new transitions.
t9(1).PreC() results in the conjunction of the range of the
source states and the guard, that is book borrowed.Range()
� book borrowed.Range() � reserved = true which is
obviously equivalent to the precondition of the transition from the
example in figure 2. The precondition of t9(2) results in book
in text book collection.Range() � book borrowed.Range()
� reserved = true. However, as in a correct statechart the
ranges of the substates of an OR-state must be disjoint (compare
definition 2.6), this precondition results in false. The transition
t9(2) can be deleted (compare definition 3.7).

(4) DownTg(Z) shifts a transition having the OR-state Z as
target state to all substates of Z.

For each substate of Z the transition must be copied and
the target states adopted. The postconditions of a copied
transition must replaced by the conjunction of the original
postcondition and the range of its new target state. If after-
wards the postcondition of a transition results in false, it
can be deleted (compare definition 3.7). The original tran-
sition is deleted



4.2. Shifting transitions within a state aggregation

(5) UpSa(Z) shifts a transition having Z as source state to
the parent state of Z. The parent state of Z must be an
AND-state.

(6) UpTa(Z) shifts a transition having Z as target state to
the parent state ofZ.The parent state ofZ must be an AND-
state.

Both transformations are very simple, the source (target)
state Z of the transition is replaced by the parent state of
Z. According to the definition of a correct statechart (defi-
nition 2.6) the substates of an AND-state must be OR-states
with equivalent ranges. Due to the definition 2.1 the ranges
of the AND-state and its substates are equivalent too.

However, after shifting a synchronizing transition to an
AND-state the AND-state may appear several times in the
source (target) states of the transition. Such redundant
stored source or target states can be removed.

Example: We shift the transition t5 from figure 2 first to the OR-
state (t5.UpSg(book registered)) and t5.UpSg(book in sub-
ject catalogue)) and then to the AND-state (transformations
t5.UpSa(book registration) and t5.UpSa(book preparation)).
Afterwards the AND-state book administration appears twice in
the source states of t5. We remove one and change t5 to a non-
synchronizing transition.

(7) DownSa(Z) shifts a transition having the parent state of
Z as source state to Z. The parent state of Z must be an
AND-state.

(8) DownTa(Z) shifts a transition having the parent state of
Z as target state to Z. The parent state of Z must be an
AND-state.

Both transformations simply replace the parent state of
Z in the source (target) states of the transition by Z.

(9) DownSas(Z) transforms the transition to a synchroniz-
ing one and adds Z as further source states of the transition.
The parent state ofZ must be an AND-state and source state
of the transition.

(10) DownTas(Z) transforms the transition to a synchroniz-
ing one and adds Z as further target states of the transition.
The parent state of Z must be an AND-state and target state
of the transition.

Example: We shifted the transition t5 to the AND-state book ad-
ministration as described above. Now we would like to shift
the transition back to the original source states. First we use
t5.DownSas(book registration), which adds book registration
as a new source state and transforms t5 to a synchronizing transi-
tion. With t5.DownSa(book preparation) the AND-state book
administration in the source states is replaced by the state book
preparation. Afterwards we may shift t5 down from the OR-
states to the substates using the transformation DownSg.

4.3. Combining and splitting transitions

(11) ComSe(t�� t�� t) combines two transitions t� and t�
triggered by the same event to a transition t if the precon-
ditions of t� and t� are equivalent and both have the same
source and target states.

(12) ComTe(t�� t�� t) combines two transitions t� and t�
triggered by the same event to a transition t if the postcon-
ditions of t� and t� are equivalent and both have the same
source and target states.

(13) SplitSe(t� P�� P�� t�� t�) splits the transition t into the
transitions t� and t�. The parameters P� and P� are precon-
ditions, their disjunction must be equivalent to the precon-
dition of t.

(14) SplitTe(t� P�� P�� t�� t�) splits the transition t into the
transitions t� and t�. The parameters P� and P� are post-
conditions, their disjunction must be equivalent to the post-
condition of t.

These transformations are defined according to the rela-
tion � (compare definition 3.7, p. 5).

4.4. Combining and splitting states

(15) Combine(Z�� Z�� Z) combines two basic states Z� and
Z� resulting in a new basic state Z.

If the states Z� and Z� are not root states, they must be-
long to the same parent state. The condition of Z is the dis-
junction of the ranges of Z� and Z�. In all transition having
Z� or Z� as source or target state Z� or Z� are replaced by
the state Z. If Z� or Z� are source states of a transition the
guard is replaced by the precondition of the transition. The
combination of states results in a new state with a “wider”
range, nevertheless we want that the transitions can only be
applied to object satisfying the original precondition of the
transitions.

Example: We combine the states book borrowed and book in text
book collection to a state book on loan using the transformation
Combine (book borrowed, book in text book collection, book
on loan). The result of this transformation is shown in figure 5.

(16) Split(Z�B�� B�� Z�� Z�) splits a basic state Z into two
basic states Z� and Z�.

The parameters B� and B� are conditions. They must
be disjoint and their disjunction must be equivalent to the
range of Z. If Z is part of a state aggregation B� and B�

must not violate the orthogonality constraint. Otherwise the
transformation is rejected. The condition of Z� equals to
B�, those of Z� to B�.

If Z is not a root state Z must not be source or target
state of transitions. Otherwise (Z is a root state) each tran-
sition having Z as source state is duplicated. In the source
states of the original transition Z is replaced by Z� in the



book not
on stock

t9: return [book borrowed.Range() and 
                 reserved = true]

t11: reserve [book borrowed.Range() and
                       reserved = false]

   book on loan

Figure 5. Splitting a state

duplicated one Z is replaced by Z�. If Z is a target state
the transition must be duplicated too and the target states
are adopted. Furthermore the postcondition of the original
transition is replaced by the conjunction of its postcondi-
tion with the range of its new target state (analogous to the
duplicated transition).

The restriction that a state Z, which is part of a state
hierarchie, must not be a source or target state of a transition
is not very extensive. Suppose have combined two states as
shown in the example of figure 5. As the new state is source
and target state of transitions we are not able to split the state
into the original states. However, we may use a combination
of schema transformations to shift the transitions from the
substates to the parent state and split the state afterwards.

4.5. Generating and Decomposing state generaliza-
tions

(17) Geng(Z� � � � Zi� G) produces a state generalization
based upon the states Z� � � � Zi with the new OR-state G.

The states Z� � � � Zi must be root states or substates of
the same OR-state. The transformation introduces a new
OR-state G with the substates Z� � � � Zi. Transitions remain
unchanged by the schema transformation.

(18) Decg(G) decomposes a state generalization with the
OR-state G. The OR-state must not be a substate of an
AND-state. G must not be source or target state of tran-
sitions.

Example: In our example of figure 2 we can decompose the state
generalization with the OR-state book not on stock. However,
as this state is a source and target state of transitions we first have
to shift down the transitions from the OR-state. Then we may de-
compose the state generalization simply by removing the OR-state
with the transformation Decg(book not on stock). In a second
step we may generalize the (now) root states book borrowed and
book in text book collection using Geng(book borrowed, book
in text book collection, G).

4.6. Generating and Decomposing state aggrega-
tions

(19) Gena(Z� n�A) builds a state aggregation with the
AND-state A based upon the basic state Z .

Beyond the AND-state A, n OR-states G� � � � Gn as sub-
states of A are created. Each OR-state Gi has exactly one

basic substate Zi. The condition of a substate Zi equals to
the range of Z. According to the definition of the range of
a state (compare definition 2.1) the ranges of A, Gi and Zi

are equivalent.
In all transitions having Z as source or target state Z is

replaced by A. Afterwards Z is deleted.
(20) Deca(A�Z) decomposes a state aggregation with the
AND-state A resulting in the basic state Z. All substates
of A must have exactly one basic substate. None of the
states of the state aggregation except the AND-state A must
be source or target state of transitions.

The condition ofZ equals to the range of A. In all transi-
tions having A as source or target state A is replaced by Z.
AfterwardsA and all other substates of the state aggregation
are deleted.

Example: Consider the AND-state book administration which
should be decomposed. As there are states within this state ag-
gregation which are source or target states of transitions we first
shift them to the AND-state. E. g. the transition place is shifted
to the AND-state as described in section 4.2. Afterwards the state
aggregation is replaced by an equivalent basic state Z using the
schema transformation Deca(book administration, Z). In a sec-
ond step we would like to reintroduce the state aggregation again.
We use Gena(Z, 2, book administration) resulting in a new
state aggregation consisting of the AND-state and two OR-states
as substates. Each OR-state has exaclty one basic substate (let’s
call them Z� and Z�). These basic states could be split in two
states. For instance we split Z� into two states using the trans-
formation Split(Z1, book in catalogue.Range(), book regis-
tered.Range(), book in catalogue, book registered). Analo-
gous we may split Z�. Then the transitions can be shifted down
from the AND-state to the original states.

4.7. Deleting and combining transitions

(21) DelEx deletes transitions whose pre- or postconditions
result in false (compare definition 3.7).
(22) ComEx combines transitions triggered by the same
event having equal source states (target states) and equiv-
alent postconditions (preconditions) by the disjunction of
their pre (postconditions) (compare definition 3.7).

Based on this schema transformations we define the
combined schema transformationClean, which deletes and
combines transitions of a statechart after a schema transfor-
mation has been applied.

4.8. Properties of the schema transformations

The main property of the presented schema transforma-
tion is that they are equivalence transformation (for the
proofs we refer to [6]) which results in the theorem:

Theorem 4.1 If a correct statechart M� is transformed by
applying one of the basic schema transformations into a
statechart M� then M� 	M�. �



For each schema transformation there exists an inverse
schema transformation, which, however, may be a combi-
nation of transformations. For instance shifting a transitions
from an OR-state produces several new transitions. For the
inverse each of them must be shifted back to the OR-state
and combined to one transition afterwards.

Finally, we can prove that the presented set of schema
transformations is complete. This means that if two state-
charts are equivalent, there is a sequence of basic schema
transformations to transform one schema into the other. A
consequence of this property is that the schema transforma-
tions we introduced suffice to derive any equivalent schema.
This property is expressed in the following theorem:

Theorem 4.2 If two correct statecharts M� and M� are
equivalent, than there exists a sequence of schema trans-
formations to transform M� into M� and vice versa. �

5. Conclusion

We presented a formalization of a model for represent-
ing the dynamic behavior of objects. We present a meta-
model and define the (abstract) semantics of statecharts as
partial specification of methods. This allows the definition
of the equivalence of statecharts. The main contribution
of this work is the development of a complete set of ba-
sic schema transformation which maintain the semantics.
The presented set of transformations suffices to derive any
equivalent dynamic model from a given one.

There are several applications for the presented method-
ology. It serves as sound basis for design tools. It enables
analysts and designers to start from an initial model and im-
prove the quality of the model step by step. We can provide
automatic support to achieve certain presentation character-
istics of model. A model can be transformed to inspect it
from different points of view. In particular a model suit-
able for conceptual comprehension can be transformed to a
model better suited for implementation similar to the trans-
formation of static conceptual models to logical models.

Our main application and motivation for the develop-
ment of the model was to support automatic integration of
partial models. This is the extension of the view integra-
tion approach in conceptual modeling to also incorporate
dynamic models ([7, 8]).
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